
Friday, March 10, 2023
Community Council Minutes
Conducting: Sara Wursten & Chris Fuhriman

1. Introductions (Sara)
2. Responses from Edgemont (Sara & Chris)

a. Was quite general and would like more specific information
b. Have requested some follow up information and details from Harmony, based on what she wrote

to the previous questions
i. This was the bulk of our meeting - discussing details of their model and follow up

questions
ii. May try to plan an in-person meeting with Edgemont with a parent, admin, and teacher

representative to get more clarity on the follow up questions
3. Plan Details and Update (Chris)

a. FTE cuts for our school
b. It is undetermined whether the full day kindergarten program will continue or not
c. Trustlands Plan

i. Strongly recommend we pay for an additional teacher with Trustland funds again
ii. Admin is going to look at some other school budgets to try and allocate for enough to

pay for a second teacher
d. We hope to fund a teacher, and keep our school coach
e. Proposal to keep the plan the same, fund a teacher and use the remainder for paras

i. Also propose to change the RISE data element because it changes
teachers/years/students and does not have as much comparative data for the same
group of kids

ii. Would prefer to use Acadience Reading, Acadience Math, and Into Math GMA
assessments so the same tests/students/teacher year are gathering data

iii. We would like to NOT use RISE data any longer
iv. Will likely keep the 2-3% metric

4. Safe Routes
a. Needs to be specifically addressed.
b. Sara submitted her plan and Joy and Sarah will get together to discuss
c. Will see if Kae Han Shour can attend at next meeting - is city civil engineer
d. Will be clarifying the Safe Routes plan

5. Voting on Trustlands Plan
a. Chris will set up a meeting for the 24th of March to vote on Trustlands Plan and send out emails

to everyone
i. Will be from 11:45-12:45

b. Chris will send it to Linda so the plan can be posted prior to the meeting

Our last meeting will be on March 24th, 11:45


